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DATA: (noun)  
facts and statistics collected together for reference or analysis. 
 
Look at the incredible amount of data available to YOU.  
All the data collected throughout our global history with a constant flow of new data per second. 
The Internet is Our Platform for All Data to be reinterpreted by the logic of our entire global population.  
 
What has been happening?  
A lone scientist, somewhere on Earth, makes a discovery about an existing thing, place, or idea…  
Then what happens?  
Does every scientist worldwide get a text with all the new data changes made from the previous day? 
Do scientists objectively consider that new data may impact All Research and Our Global Well Being? 
Do corporate executives $uppress new data due to possible Negative Profit Margin$?? 
These Real-World Data Changes Happen Every Day.  
They impact our marketplace products, social systems, Our Quality of Life, and THE WAY WE THINK! 
The Data Your Brain uses to make decisions at every moment is NOT CORRECT or Up-to-Date!  
 
Look at all the Systems around us that WE Must Use and Must Keep Track of Every Single Moment. 
The second your day begins,  
  required tasks are set in motion, multiplied hourly, and continuously juggled until your day ends. 
No matter if required by an employer, society, hypnotizing technology or happily self-imposed,  
  these tasks become Shackling Life Systems. 
Add our Social Systems that are Flawed due to being continuously “patched” to conform 
  to past data changes and/or past social standards.  
Patch on top of Patch until the original function of that system is terminally impaired and Fails US. 
Storming Seas of overlapping interconnected and conflicting faulty systems that  
    WE Must Use and Navigate at Every Conscious Moment! 
 
FEAR and HOPELESSNESS are on the RISE and not only because of COVID, the political landscape, 
   and our ever-present local violence. 
We have been so busy with Our Systems that we have neglected to see how truly fragile  
     We are as individuals, a global society, and a planet.  
Too Busy that our leaders have No destination to Lead Us  
         and Positive Globally Unified Goals are Suddenly Absent. 
  
www.HOPE! 
In 1991 the most Revolutionary and Accessible Tool for Worldwide FREE Cooperation was invented…THE 
INTERNET!  
Thirty years later and we have Yet to harness the true potential of this amazing technology.  
Borders are Gone, there are No Obstacles for All People on Earth to communicate directly to one another.  
WE HAVE THIS Remarkable Tool for Free, Participatory and Cooperative PEACE…NOW!  
WE CAN USE Today’s Technology with Simple Unified GOALS to Raise the Quality of Life for ALL PEOPLE.  
WORLD PEACE Can Happen RIGHT NOW!! 

 
RedefinedData.com is an Ad Free Website that uses Simple Logic and Understandable Language to 

Redefine the Data in Our World. 
Promoting Worldwide Unity by Spotlighting Positive Social Concepts and 

 Logical Solutions to Global Issues. 
The information contained on this site is presented for Free to benefit only one group…ALL PEOPLE! 

This site will NEVER require your money or your personal data. 
Will NEVER oppose any group, inspire anger, or perpetrate unjustified fear of any kind. 

But as we disassemble all our faulty systems and examine them closely, we find... 



 
HATE and FEAR are the Result of the Worlds Competitive Systems that are Tools of CONTROL by GREED 
Fueled MEN Corrupt with POWER! A Small Group of Socially Invisible MEN have mismanaged Stolen Power 

for 2500 years with lies, mass misdirection, and an overload of false data. 
EVERY WOMAN TODAY is demonized, terrorized, and suppressed as part of this CONTROL SYSTEM that 
Creates Only LUST for MONEY! Their Competitive Systems create conflict and are purposely designed to 
create Mass Confusion, Mistrust, and Worldwide Anxiety. Our Internet is the newest landscape for these  

Male Mismanaged Competitive Systems and these Evil Systems are Now Killing US!  
Direct manipulation of personal website feeds and home pages create hypnotic states of Anxiety, Fear and 

Hate in All People DAILY! Your FREE WILL is the Only POWER We have to Destabilize and  
STOP this LETHAL MALE MISMANAGED MACHINE of CONTROL! 

 
Their SYSTEMS of COMPETITION are DEADLY!  

People on either side of any competition/argument are now Angry and Violent. 
Please Understand that We Must CHOOSE to COOPERATE in Our Shared World and NOT COMPETE. 

Your Every CHOICE Can Create PLANETARY CHANGES When You Use  
Respect, Compassion and Global Perception! 

United Respectful Compassionate Cooperation is Our Only Solution!! 
 
Please view the possibilities and objectively consider alternative World Solutions for Peace. 
Inspire Love and Promote Positive Change by using your own personal Superpower… YOUR FREE WILL. 
Your FREE WILL is the universal constant that gives Power to each of us… your ability to make A CHOICE.  
The CHOICES You make require the responsible balance of Your FREEDOMS and the FREEDOMS of others.  
World Peace CAN BE Ours Now... if you make a CHOICE. 
 
 
Thank You for Saving Us, 
      *RLG2* 
 
 

PLEASE WAKE UP! 
 

Regretfully one must be the old man in the room, like society’s Dad, 
trying to quiet down the yelling bullies long enough to dispense some Clarity. 

Everyone is so busy on their own special cog that no one is paying attention to our Entire Planetary Machine. 
 

The poor condition of our current world has only one cause, one culprit… PEOPLE. 
No singular government, no establishment, nation, religion, or group. 

Only people making the wrong choices caused by FEAR that is based on FALSE DATA. 

 
WE ARE THE PROBLEM! 

Our Constant Consumption of New and Shiny Things to flaunt is destructive and unsustainable. 
WE must honestly confess that we are not only physically obese and unhealthy as a western culture, 

but Obese and Unhealthy in Ego. 
Overinflated, Shouting, In-Your-Face, silently terrified, Shameful Obese PRIDE! 

So busy being Blinded by Pride and Pursuit of Money that it shuts us off from one another. 
Not just causing conflict between us, but also robbing us of opportunities to connect, 

exchange experiences, discover mutual cultures and evolve as a global society. 
WE cause the problems by making poor choices based on lack of data, false data, and just plain FEAR. 

WE Listen to Others before using our own Logic, Understanding and Compassion. 
The Problem is the way WE THINK. Not just the data in our thoughts, but the processing of thoughts. 

GREED Cannot be More Important Than the Compassionate Care of PEOPLE! 
 

YOU Were NOT Born with Empty Skin Pockets and Empty Luggage! 
LIFE is NOT about Collecting and Managing Squares of Dirt Housing Shiny Things!! 



 
 

Technology CAN SAVE US! 
We have the ability with modern technology to immediately solve All World Problems. 

Technology has actually evolved past the point we use it effectively. 
TECH HELP is $UPPRESSED Because of the Corporate Inability to Create Profit. 

The Timers are Up! We Must Demand That Technology Be Released From GREED! 

 
YOU are a member of our Unified World Population, 

YOU Must Reprioritize Your Personal Needs and Examine Your Daily CHOICES. 

 
We Must Share a Simple Unified Global View in Thought and Action. 

We need a Worldwide Upgrade of our Biological Ethical Software. 
A Rewire and Reboot Our Moral Mental Operating System... 

PEOPLE2.0 (following our hearts and not $) 

   

 

 

                                  GIRL SAVE US! 

This is a Desperate Plea to All WOMEN Worldwide! 
Please LOOK UP and SEE that All THE CHILDREN ARE SUFFERING! 

 
As Our Mothers, WE NEED YOU NOW!  

We NEED Our Protecting Warrior Queens!! 
We Need You to Find Your Confidence, Determination and POWER!  

 
Women once Ruled Our World, cared for the People and PROTECTED OUR PLANET! 
For 2500 Years Our World has been Murdered and Ruined by Male Mismanagement. 

 
The Entire Female Gender has been Demonized, Terrorized, Enslaved,  

Exploited and Sexually Suppressed for GREED and POWER. 
 

 Almost 2022 and… 
YOU ARE ONLY WORTH 75% OF A MAN. 

YOU as a WOMAN are NOT considered to be 100% HUMAN!  
For 2500 Years, YOU are DEFINED as SUBHUMAN! 

 
How Many More Daughters Will YOU Let Enter OUR World as Subhuman?? 

 
YOU MUST REGAIN YOUR POWER! 

RISE UP NOW! RISE UP TOGETHER!! 
 

REMEMBER, Don't Ask Of GOD,  
She Did Her Job. You Have FREE WILL. 

Now, WASH YOUR FACE,  
put on something COMFY & FIGHT! 

 
Put Down Your Phone, Look Forward and Change the World! before it’s too late. 

 

 



Smooth Sailin’ From Here On Out 
 

We Must Not Overlook Simple Logic! 
WE CANNOT RE-FREEZE SEA WATER!! 

 
The Oceans are Rising and There is No Stopping It! 

All the expensive coastline properties are now worthless. 
Insurance Policies will be Cancelled because Buildings Will Sink.  

In fact, these properties need to be removed NOW before they pollute our oceans. 
 

GREAT NEWS FOR MINIMALISTS 
Tiny Home Property Space is Available! 

Roll Your Home To The Beach. 
Society has Rewarded You for 100% Sustainability and Small Carbon Footprint. 

ENJOY and when the ocean rises, simply drive uphill. 

 

Our House, Our People and Our Planet 
 

We are witnessing the Longest Game of Monopoly Ever. 
More players are added daily as the playing board gets smaller. 

You know how The Game ends... 
One Person Rich with All Others Broke and Homeless! 

 
Countless Aggressive Systems Control Our Lives Daily. 

Some are unable to maintain our society standards for reasons that are out of their control. 
Once bound with Financial Shackles, they are almost impossible to remove. 

Most forget that a “Home Address” is required to apply for most jobs. 
 

Becoming Homeless Happens to More People Every Day! 
We Ignore, Shun and Shame these Good, Strong and Proud People. 

They DON'T WANT Your Sympathy, Occasional Beds or Old 7-11 Sandwich. 
They Need Intense Triage Mental Therapy, Medical Treatment and Time to Heal in Safety. 

Most would Regain Confidence and join a Supportive Society in a short time. 
Times are Harder Than You Think. 

Please Show Compassion! 

 

Come Together as a Community 
 

Almost all law enforcement officers now wear Real Time Body Cameras. 
Simply Send the Live Camera Feed for on-duty officers to a 

Specially Elected Volunteer Community Police Support Team. 
The team could be made up of local faith leaders, retired teachers, and members of watchdog groups. 

 
We Help Each Other! 

Team members could also include mental health specialists and legal aids. 
The officers would be in constant contact with a support staff member or members. 

Officers could be equipped with tablets with a Live Camera Feed from Support Team Members 
to aid in assisting with difficult encounters in society. 

 
Daily Community Involvement per Precinct May be the Only Answer. 

Police Officers We Love You! 
You Protect Us and Ease Our Fears!! 

Thank You So Much!!! 
please don't kill us. 



STAR STAR 
 

TMZ Kills! 
This is not very difficult to figure out people. 

ENVY has been Weaponized to get Your Money! 
Your harmless clicks to get a quick spy on your favorite stars create Ad Income. 

 
What Are You Doing? Mind Your Own Business! 

Were you raised without manners? You Helped Create a Harmful Money-Making Competition. 
Celebs vs Cameras / Celebs vs Media / Celebs vs YOU 

 True Artists Must Now Hide. Personal Privacy Should Be Universal. 
Envy is a Sin and adding Greed on top, just makes it worse. 

Stop Clicking and Shut Down TMZ.  
 

LISTEN. True Artists are born with an unknown Compulsion, an extreme Need to express and create.  
A secret message buried deep inside every artist that Must be told / exorcised.  

If this message is not properly deciphered and delivered the results are commonly self-destructive. 
In addition, they are flooded with positive emotional energy from fans. Receiving this natural positive human 

energy in mass is the greatest high in the universe. Once off-stage the personal emotional crash can be 
devastating, self-medication and/or isolation soon follows.  

Chris Cornell and Scott Weiland Died Trying to Inspire You and You Ripped Them Apart. 
Just two of many beautiful souls that have fallen because of this competition that You now fuel.    

 
Please show compassion for those artists dying inside trying to tell their message.  

Give them their personal space, they CHOOSE to communicate to YOU through their ART Only.  
If they have more to say, they will say it. 

 
Now Celebrities. 

The Purposely Famous are trying to $ell You $omething. 
They Want your Money and/or your Trust. 

Celebrities, Politicians, and The Entire Corporate $tructure need you to have  
Faith in them as they possibly hurt you behind your back. 

 
Please observe their actions, think logically, and use your Free Will to make the proper Choice  

on where to give your Support and Money! 
YES IT DOES MATTER! Please Think before you give Money. 

 
 
 

Don’t Change or You Won’t Learn Nothin 
 

HEY, If You Erase History, the Kids ain’t gonna learn nothin! 
Please understand that All History is Knowledge. Good and Bad. 

Even the “used to be good, but now it’s bad” history is necessary to educate Our Future Generations. 
Add or Replace Statue Plaques. Move them safely to a proper viewing area that educates. 

We Need to Know and Remember Negative History, So We Do Not Repeat It! 
TEACHING MOMENTS! 

 
Please calm way down, use logic and act responsibly. 

The statue is not gonna get you.  

 
 



One Love For GOD 
 

We Can All Pray Together! 
We must realize that The Temple Mount in Jerusalem has/is Ground Zero for World Hostilities. 

This small and sacred real estate is the source of Conflict for Multiple Millenniums. 
Many cultures have possessed this land throughout history and destroyed it. 

 
FACT: The 3 Temple Mount Faith Sites are in 3 Different Areas and 3 at Different Altitudes. 

As a Civilized United Population, We Can Agree to All Pray Together. 
Blueprints exist for a Muslim, Jewish and Christian Faith Complex for The Mount. 

 
As a Peaceful United World Family, We Can COOPERATE! 

As a Respectful, Considerate and Careful Family, We Can Meticulously Excavate and then 
Build One House for All Faiths to Practice ONE LOVE FOR GOD!  

right? 
    
 

BRING THE NOISE! Bring Inner Peace  
 

Do you really understand the words to your favorite song? 
What is the real message you keep singing and pounding into your mind? 

Is that a message you want rattling around up there? 
 

Music is the most important Art for the Health and Welfare of Our Minds. 
Music can change your mood, can heal emotional wounds and Music Unites Us. 

True Artists have tremendous catalogs of Deeply Emotional Music to inspire and guide you. 
 

The wide range of emotions throughout all music can be assembled to create Personal Therapy Playlists.  
Create short sets of songs to guide your emotions when you feel upset, lazy, or sad. 

MAKE TIME! Shut off the phone and the TV. Be Calm and Just Listen.  
Use your favorite songs to keep your spirits high, your momentum forward and your output positive.  

Please Practice Positive Mindful Art Consumption. 
 

Mental Consumption of Positive Concepts Creates a Positive Mind. 
Consider What Art You Consume. Keep your Mind Positive & Enlightened 

DON'T CONSUME BAD ART! 
Support & Trust the Artists Who Care About You and Our World! 

not just $$ 
 

HEY, IT ACTUALLY DOES MATTER! 
Please Think before you give them Money. 

 
 

Free Yourself and Rethink Your Thinking 
 

Our world is, and has always been, about connections. History is simply the physical record of our ongoing 
collection of connections. Growing larger everyday as we study, learn, and evolve within it. Everyday individual 

connections with people, places, and ideas, but also deep connections with our individual mind, body, soul, 
and state of being. The brain reacts to connections with data comparison and creating more interconnecting 

connections for comparison. Solving problems by finding the shortest and painless route to a solution, 
resolution, and peace. Our modern computers and computer systems were designed using the brain as a 
blueprint and work in a similar way. By simply observing current Hyper-Advancements and Evolutions in 
technology and the patterns of social media, Ecommerce, and general internet trends, we can apply and 

compare relatable data back to our own real world thought processes and social patterns. 
 



I Do Not Have to Sell This… 
The Internet IS the physical manifestation of the global collective consciousness in real time, especially social 

media. It may not be globally balanced in use yet, but it connects us all every day. We cry together after 
tragedies. We rage and fight together against injustice. We act and react with Love or Fear. Not just in our 

family circles, but in circles around the world instantly as a global society. Good or Bad. All of us act on, react 
to, and feed this collective energy in the digital world we call The Internet. We know we can influence it and we 

often do. Not only is this phenomenon happening LIVE and viewable by everyone everywhere, but we also 
connect through it, and we are constantly adding and reexamining all the data in the known world and 

assembling it all in one place… The Internet! 
 

Like in nature, there are reoccurring predictable patterns in connections. The key to understanding these 
patterns is to see and distinguish the source connections from the echo/effect caused by those connections. 
Indulge me please. If you are on a computer, right click your mouse and click the option “VIEW SOURCE”. 

What you see looks like the picture below and you should be saying, “YIKES! What is This Mess?”. 
 
 
 

This is the invisible code that runs the internet and your computer. It is the blueprint for the framework, systems 
and connection instructions running behind the scenes at that specific moment and place on the internet.  

We have the ability to view the background code in our real world lives and find those most important source 
connections. By concentrating on these source connections, we can better understand ourselves, the world, 

and our place in it. From there we can learn, predict, and positively change the path of not just our own 
individual future, but the future of all people. Then with slow collective positive choices, the outdated programs, 

faulty systems, and outright Malware that plague us individually and as a global society will simply fall away. 
 

Stop and count the number of systems required by a person to survive in this modern world, its disturbing.  
The moment the day begins, required tasks are set in motion to be continuously juggled. No matter if required 

by an employer, society or self-imposed these commonly repeated tasks become systems in daily life. A 
storming ocean of interconnected and conflicting systems we must ride and navigate daily. Add family, social, 
group responsibilities and the brain can easily become overworked, make mistakes, and possibly shut down. 

As these system storms continue to grow in modern life, too many people are being lost or consumed in them.  
 

FEAR and HOPELESSNESS are on the rise and not only because of the COVID pandemic, political 
landscape, and local violence… These systems are killing us. We have been so busy with systems that we 
neglected to realize how truly fragile we are as individuals and as a global society. Too busy to see that our 

leaders have no destination to lead us, and positive globally unified goals are suddenly absent. 
 

HOLD ON. We Got This!  
Look at our globally combined, beautifully rich, long history full of inspirational people  

who championed FREE WILL and CHANGED THE WORLD! 
 

Look at the astounding technological world around you.  
People Built All This!  

 
All the GOOD and BAD in this World was Created by US TOGETHER, 

any positive change must be done by US TOGETHER!  
We must release our need for “versus”, competition, group separation, and games.  

We are all connected in so many different ways,  
cooperation and moving forward UNITED is simply our Only Option. 

 
IF You want to find those most important Source Connections in Your Life? 

Then Spend Serious Time THINKING What You are Filling All Your Time THINKING About. 

 

 



YOU PAGE 

 

You Are A Superhero! 
Think about the countless combinations of people that connected over the centuries that created YOU! 

Generation after generation adding more and more combinations of traits. 

YOU are a unique blend of updated traits that can be compared to no one. 

YOU are the most evolved person in history!  

Even more incredible is that every other person YOU see every day 

is also a unique blend of updated traits that can be compared to no one. 
 

YOU and Each Person on Earth is a 100% Original, Wonderfully Complex, 

Uniquely Beautiful, Equal in Worth and Exactly the Same! 

Every single one of us on this planet is a truly magical gift of sentient life. 

ALL PEOPLE Deserve Our LOVE, RESPECT and COMPASSION! 
 

“Tenderness and kindness are not signs of weakness and despair, 

but manifestations of strength and resolution.” 

– Kahlil Gibran 
 

Try to empathize with others, they have the same burdens and worries as YOU, if not more. 

Understand that ALL PEOPLE are GOOD and trying to live a positive life. 

Every person has a foundation of beliefs and reasons for their opinions and actions. 

Those beliefs and reasons were established over a lifetime by people they admired and loved. 

Beliefs and reasons shaped by their past personal experiences and trauma to themselves or loved ones. 

People that disagree, are mean and yell are simply confused, scared, and/or ignorant. 

Just a little daily understanding and forgiveness and YOU can make a big difference. 
 

“Forgiveness is not an occasional act; it is a constant attitude.” 

– Martin Luther King Jr. 
 

YOU CAN HELP! 

No matter what you may think, YOU can change the world right now! 

Simply use Your Own Superpower.... YOUR FREE WILL! 

Your FREE WILL gives you the power to make A CHOICE. 

Your CHOICES require the responsible balance your own FREEDOMS and the FREEDOMS of others. 

Even the smallest of CHOICES can impact the lives of millions of PEOPLE. 

Just using simple forethought, respect, and compassion in all your CHOICES will increase your happiness and 

the happiness of US all. 
 

“If we change ourselves, the tendencies in the world will also change. 

As we change our own nature, so does the attitude of the world change towards us.” 

- Mahatma Gandhi 
 

With only the smallest bit of daily humility, respect, compassion, and LOVE, 

YOU CAN CHANGE THE WORLD! 
 

Thank You and i Love You 

Pastor Lightner Gibbs 

RLG2 

 

 

 



MUCH MORE DATA and PROOF at: 

RedefinedData.com 

UnitedFaithLC.com 

UnitedFaithMinistries.com 

***GO NOW*SAVE US*** 

*** *** *** + *** *** *** 

 
 

 


